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Abstract
Background: Linear transportation infrastructures (roads, railways, oil and gas pipelines, powerlines and waterways)
generate well documented fragmenting effects on species habitats. However, the potential of verges of linear trans‑
portation infrastructures (road and railway embankments, strips of grass under power lines or above buried pipelines,
or waterway banks) as habitat or corridor for biodiversity, remains controversial. In a context of constant loss of natural
habitats, the opportunities of anthropogenic areas for compensating the loss of biodiversity they generated have
to be considered. This paper is the first synthesis of evidence addressing this topic for vertebrates (mammals, birds,
amphibians and reptiles) in temperate ecosystems.
Methods: We conducted a systematic literature survey using two online publication databases, three search engines,
specialist websites, and by sending a call for literature to subject experts. We successively screened the articles for
relevance on titles, abstracts and full texts using criteria detailed in an a priori protocol. We then used six specific ques‑
tions to categorize the retained studies and to critically appraise them. These questions encompassed the potential
of verges as habitats and corridors for vertebrates, and the effects of landscape and management on these potentiali‑
ties. We critically appraised all studies to assess their risk of bias and created a database of the studies with low and
medium risk of bias. We synthesized results for each specific question in narrative syntheses. Finally, studies that met
meta-analysis requirements were used for quantitative syntheses.
Results: Our initial searches identified 83,565 documents. After critical appraisal, we retained 119 documents that
reported 128 studies. Most studies were conducted in Europe (49%) and in the United States of America (22%), and
were about mammals (61%) and birds (20%). Results from the narrative synthesis and meta-analyses converged and
revealed that the potential of linear transportation infrastructures verges to constitute a habitat for vertebrate spe‑
cies varies according to the infrastructure and the biological group considered. Especially, highway verges may be
a refuge for small mammals but seems detrimental to birds. The potential also varied depending on the landscape
considered, with urbanisation being related to lower biodiversity hosted by verges. We found a wide variety of verge
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management practices with few studies on each practice, which prevented us from drawing general conclusions.
Likewise, we found too few studies assessing the corridor potential of verges to be able to fully conclude although
this potential seems to exist. We did not find any study assessing the effect of landscape context or management on
the role of corridor of verges.
Conclusions: We identified a major knowledge gap regarding the potential of linear transportation infrastructure
verges as corridors for vertebrates, and when they exist studies rarely directly measured movements on verges. We
thus encourage more research on this topic and the development of protocols that enable direct measures of verte‑
brate movements. The effect of management practices on the role of habitat of verges also deserves further investi‑
gations, and research efforts should be coordinated to focus on one specific practice (e.g. vegetation management).
Keywords: Amphibians, Bats, Biodiversity, Birds, Green infrastructure, Mammals, Refuge, Reptiles, Right of way,
Roadside

Background
For the last decades, human activities have resulted in a
global continuous loss of biodiversity [1], and transportation was identified as one of the ten major threats faced
by threatened or near-threatened species [2]. Linear
transportation infrastructures (LTIs) have led to habitat
loss and degradation, fragmentation and barrier effects,
light and noise disturbance, chemical pollution and direct
mortality (e.g. road kill, electrocution) [3–8]. In particular, the splitting of natural habitats and ecosystems into
smaller and more isolated patches (i.e. fragmentation)
and the associated loss of habitat have negative effects
on biodiversity [9]. For instance, LTIs have induced a
decrease in wildlife species abundance at local and large
scales [10]. And, through barrier effects LTIs can restrict
wildlife movements, disrupt gene flow and metapopulation dynamics, and lead to the genetic isolation of populations over several generations (e.g. [11]).
Considered transversally, LTIs thus generate a demonstrated negative fragmenting effect on biodiversity,
but considered longitudinally, LTIs have the potential
to constitute a habitat and/or movement corridors for
biodiversity by their semi-natural verges [12]. Indeed,
inside the LTI boundaries there is generally a transportation lane (road, railway, pipeline, powerline, river or
canal) and verges which are most often covered with vegetation (road and railway embankments, strips of grass
under power lines or above buried pipelines, or waterway
banks, etc.). Studies assessing the potential of LTI verges
as habitat and/or corridor for wildlife species have provided contrasted results. For instance, it has been shown
that revegetated highway verges could serve as ecological
corridors for native rodents and fragmentation-tolerant
bird species in California, United States of America [13].
At the opposite, a meta-analysis revealed that densities of mammals and birds, but not raptors, declined in
infrastructures verges [10]. The potential of LTI verges
as habitat and/or corridor for wildlife species may also
vary with verge management practices, as one practice

(e.g. mowing) can be beneficial for some species (e.g. disturbance-tolerant species) but not for others (e.g. woody
species) [14, 15].
Knowing the role of LTI verges as habitat and/or corridor for biodiversity is of importance as verges might
contribute to ecological networks. In the last decades,
ecological networks of terrestrial and aquatic continuities (blue–green infrastructures) aiming to decrease fragmentation have received much attention from scientists
and policymakers [16]. A meta-analysis of corridor effectiveness showed that, overall, corridors increase movements of plants, vertebrates and invertebrates between
habitat patches, but that corridor effectiveness varies
among taxa [17]. Maintaining such a network of ecological corridors might be beneficial on the long term in the
context of climate change by facilitating species dispersal to newly suitable areas [18]. In France, the concept of
green and blue infrastructures led to the development
of a public policy named “Trame Verte et Bleue” (meaning green and blue ecological network) launched by the
French Ministry of Ecology in 2007. Accordingly, French
administrative regions have identified ecological networks and they conduct action plans for preserving and
restoring these continuities, for biodiversity. At a smaller
spatial scale, i.e. townships, it has also to be considered in
local urban planning.
Topic identification and stakeholder input

In France, the LTI network is very dense. For instance,
the road network is the longest (over a million kilometres
long, ¼ of the European network) and one of the densest
(1.77 km/km2) of the European Union. As a comparison,
Spain, which has an area close to the one of France, has a
road density six times lower (0.32 km/km2). The railway
network is also one of the longest in Europe with more
than 30,000 km of railway lines in use. Thus, such a dense
LTI network means a considerable inherent surface of
verges and LTI managers might substantially contribute
to ecological networks. Furthermore, in the literature,
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the potential for LTI verges to be a habitat and/or a corridor for biodiversity seems to exist, but a comprehensive understanding of the conditions where this is true
remains, as far as we know, unavailable. Seminal reviews
on this question were previously published [8, 14, 19] but
they focused on roads and do not fulfil the standards of
a systematic review [20]. This situation motivated several
French LTI managing companies and the French Ministry
of Ecology to request a systematic review on this issue,
at the heart of the green and blue infrastructure public
policy. The French LTI managing companies are gathered
in an informal group, named “Club des Infrastructures
Linéaires & Biodiversité” (CILB), aiming at acting for
biodiversity conservation. The motorway, railway, power
line, pipeline and waterway French stakeholder companies who are members of the CILB were specifically
interested in evaluating whether their LTI verges could
contribute to green and blue infrastructures to improve
the management of these verges for that purpose. The
systematic review was assumed to be a relevant scientific method to provide a sound answer to this practical
questioning from LTI managers. A call for tender for a
systematic review was thus launched by the French Ministry of Ecology and the French Agency for Environment
and Energy Management (ADEME) through its research
incentive program related to transportation ecology,
named “Infrastructures de Transport Terrestre, Écosystèmes et Paysage” (ITTECOP), supported by the CILB
and the “Fondation pour la Recherche sur la Biodiversité”
(FRB), a French foundation supporting research in biodiversity. The French National Museum of National History
(MNHN) was then chosen for conducting the project, in
collaboration with the French National Research Institute of Science and Technology for Environment and
Agriculture (IRSTEA), the University Pierre and Marie
Curie (UPMC, Paris 6), the French Centre for Studies and
Expertise on Risks, Environment, Mobility, and Urban
and Country Planning (Cerema), and the French National
Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA). At the beginning of the project, the LTI managers funding the study
were met to list the types of verges they own and the
management practices they apply on those, to define the
components of the review question.
The protocol of the systematic review was published
in 2016 [21]. Because the question encompasses all biodiversity, a very large number of articles were collected.
The review process was thus split by taxa and a first systematic review focusing on insects was published in 2018
[22]. In particular, this review revealed that insect abundance was generally not statistically different between
LTI verges and away from LTIs. Insect abundance was
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even higher on non-highway road verges than away from
roads. Similarly, a recent study showed that road verges
and their associated hedges can provide hotspots of
resource for pollinators in agricultural landscapes, but
their capacity to do so is reduced by heavy traffic (like
on highways) [23]. The aim of the present paper was to
complement the previous work on insects published by
Villemey et al. [22], focusing this time on vertebrates
(mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles). Organisms
like fishes that are not living on or using verges but exclusively live in or use the LTI itself were not considered in
this review.

Objective of the review
The primary aim of this review was to assess whether
LTI verges can provide habitats for vertebrates (mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles) and whether they
can be used as movement corridors by these taxa. The
review exclusively focused on the longitudinal effect of
LTI verges on vertebrate (excluding fishes) diversity and
movements and did not consider the transversal effects
of LTIs such as barrier effects. The review also aims at
assessing the effect of management practices (e.g. mowing), as well as of the characteristics of the surrounding
landscape, on the potential of LTI verges for vertebrate
biodiversity.
Primary question

The primary question of the review is: can linear transportation infrastructure verges constitute habitats and/or
corridors for vertebrates in temperate ecosystems?
Secondary questions

We split the above primary question of the review into
six more specific questions detailed in Table 1. This subdivision was used during study validity assessment and
the synthesis of evidence.
We defined LTI verges as the area up to 30 m from
roadways, waterways, or railways, or the area (whatever
the width) below power lines or below/above pipelines.
We considered the surrounding landscape to be at, at
least, 1 km around the LTI.
Components of the primary question

Population: All vertebrate (except fishes) species and
communities of the temperate climatic zone.
Exposure: LTI verges (road, railway, power line and
pipeline verges and waterway banks). As our systematic
review focused on LTIs we only considered verges of navigable waterways (navigable rivers and canals) as relevant
exposures.
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Table 1 Details of the six specific questions of the review
Number

Details

Question Q1

Do LTI verge management practices increase, decrease or have no effect on vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges?

Question Q2

Is vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges equal to, higher, or lower than in similar habitats away from LTIs?

Question Q3

Do LTI verge management practices increase, decrease or have no effect on vertebrate movements in LTI verges?

Question Q4

Are vertebrate movements in LTI verges equal to, higher, or lower than their movements in similar habitats away from LTIs?

Question Q5

Is vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges dependent on the surrounding landscape?

Question Q6

Are vertebrate movements in LTI verges dependent on the surrounding landscape?

Intervention: Management practices (e.g. mowing) or
human-induced disturbances (e.g. waterway channelization) on LTI verges.
Comparator: Both temporal and spatial comparators,
including but not restricted to temporal comparators
(ecosystem present before versus after infrastructure
construction (LTI verge creation), LTI verge before versus after management intervention) or spatial comparators (LTI verges versus nearby similar habitats away
from LTIs, LTI verges managed with one practice versus
unmanaged LTI verges or LTI verges managed with a different practice).
Outcomes: All outcomes relating to species presence or
species movements, including but not restricted to species richness, abundance, community composition and
species dispersal movements.
Context: Because the funders requested an evidence
synthesis applicable to western Europe, we restricted our
synthesis to temperate zones.

Methods
The methods are described in detail in an a priori systematic review protocol [21]. We summarize it here and
present the small deviations from this protocol that we
made when conducting the review. The methods follow
the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence (CEE)
Guidelines and Standards for Evidence Synthesis in Environmental Management [24] unless noted otherwise, and
this paper conforms to ROSES reporting standards [25]
(see Additional file 1).
Search for articles
Search strings

The review team identified English search terms to be
combined in search strings. For all keywords listed wildcards may be used to allow the use of derivations of the
word’s root and to account for the possibility of finding a
word in various spellings (English from Great Britain or
from the United States) and with various endings (singular or plural).
We tested a first search string combining some of the
search terms with Boolean operators of Web Of Science

Core Collection (with search on “Topic”). To assess the
comprehensiveness of the search string, we compared the
search hits to the articles of the test list indexed in the
database (see Additional file 2 for the list of articles of the
test list and how it was constituted). Then, we modified
the search string by removing some of the search terms
and including new ones, to increase the number of articles of the test list retrieved [21]. At last, the search string
that produced the highest efficiency (i.e. total number of
search hits as low as possible with the highest number of
articles from the test list retrieved) was a set of four subsearch strings displayed in Table 2.
Publication databases

We first listed the databases to which the members of our
review team had access. The database selection was then
based on three criteria [21]:
• Topic: the database(s) had to cover ecology;
• Accessibility/reproducibility/sustainability:
the
database(s) had to be accessible by the whole review
team, and by researchers all over the world (as a
guarantee of reproducibility and further reviewing);
• Comprehensiveness: number of articles indexed
in the database(s) among the articles of the test list
(Additional file 2).
These criteria led us to select two databases: Web Of
Science Core Collection (with subscriptions: Science
Citation Index Expanded 1956-present, Social Sciences Citation Index 1975-present, Arts and Humanities
Citation Index 1975-present, Conference Proceedings
Citation Index-Science 1990-present, Conference Proceedings Citation Index-Social Science & Humanities
1990-present, Book Citation Index-Science 2005-present, Book Citation Index-Social Sciences and Humanities 2005-present, Emerging Sources Citation Index
2015-present, Current Chemical Reactions 1985-present,
and Index Chemicus 1993-present; 84 articles indexed
out of the 102 articles of the test list) and Zoological
Records (subscribed timespan 1864-present, 51 articles
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Table 2 Sub-search strings selected and used in Web Of Science Core Collection and Zoological Records publications
databases
LTI

Strategy

Search string

Roads, railways,
pipelines and
powerlines

1

LTIs: (“transport* infrastructure*” OR road* OR highway$ OR motorway$ OR freeway$ OR rail* OR pipeline$ OR pow‑
erline$ OR “power line” OR “power lines” OR “transmission line*” OR “electric* line” OR “electric* lines” OR “electric*
pylon*”)
AND
Verges/outcomes: (corridor$ OR dispersal$ OR habitat$ OR refuge$ OR “right* of way*” OR verge$ OR abundance OR
richness OR composition$ OR *diversity OR communit*)

2

LTIs: (road* OR highway* OR motorway* OR rail* OR “transmission line* corridor*” OR powerline* OR pipeline* OR
“electric* pylon*”)
AND
Verges: (corridor* OR habitat* OR verge* OR right$-of-way* OR proximity OR contiguous OR line$)
AND
Outcomes: (dispers* OR population* OR communit* OR abundan* OR distribution$ OR “species composition*” OR
attendance)

1

LTIs/verges: (riparian OR riverside$ OR riverbank$ OR “river* *bank*” OR ((waterway$ OR canal$ OR channel$)
AND *bank*))
AND
Outcomes: (corridor$ OR dispersal$ OR habitat$ OR refuge$ OR abundance OR richness OR *diversity OR composi‑
tion$ OR communit*)

2

LTIs: (river* OR channel$ OR stream$)
AND
Verges: (riparian$ OR *bank* OR proximity OR bridge$)
AND
Outcomes: (dispers* OR communit* OR richness OR diversity OR drowning OR roosting OR “alien plant*”)

Waterways

The asterisk (*) represents any group of characters, including no character. The dollar sign ($) represents zero or one character. The quotation marks (“”) allow to look
for an exact phrase. Strategies 1 and 2 are explained in [21]

out of the 102 articles). Searches on these two databases
were made on “Topic”.
Search engines

We performed additional searches using three search
engines:
• Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.fr/);
• BASE (Bielefeld Academic Search Engine, https://
www.base-search.net/);
• CORE (https://core.ac.uk/).
Because these search engines could only handle a limited number of search terms and did not allow the use of
all wildcards, the search strings used for publication databases were simplified. We thus developed a search string
for each of the five LTIs (Additional file 3). In Google
Scholar, results were sorted by relevance, with the boxes
“include patents” and “include citations” unchecked.
In BASE, results were sorted by relevance, with the box
“boost open access documents” unchecked and the box
“Verbatim search” checked. For each of the five search
strings, we retrieved the first 20 hits.

Specialist websites

We searched for links or references to relevant articles
and data on 11 specialist websites including a journal
special issue on transportation ecology (Additional file 4).
Supplementary searches

To retrieve grey literature, we contacted by email
national and international experts of transportation ecology, through the Ecodiff (now SFEcodiff ), Transenviro,
Wftlistserv and IENE mailing lists and by posting a call
on social media (https://fr.linkedin.com/). SFEcodiff is a
French mailing list about ecology and evolution which
counted around 7000 subscribers (https://www.sfeco
logie.org/sfecodiff/), and Transenviro, Wftlistserv and
IENE mailing lists are international mailing lists about
transportation ecology. Together, the Transenviro and
Wftlistserv mailing lists (http://www.itre.ncsu.edu/CTE/
Lists/index.asp) gathered about 600 contacts and the
IENE mailing list (http://www.iene.info/) counted around
300 contacts. All these mailing lists were accessed on 22
September 2015. Eventually, we contacted nearly two
thousand people (N = 1902) by individual email. Organizations funding the systematic review also provided us
with their unpublished reports.
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Dates of literature searches

Literature searches were performed in two stages. First,
we performed searches in Web Of Science Core Collection publication database, in Zoological Records publication database, and in Google Scholar search engine on
April 27th 2015, February 1st 2016, and March 4th to 9th
2016, respectively. The call for grey literature was performed on April 21st 2015. All articles published in 2016
were not considered during these first searches. Second,
searches were updated for articles published from 2016
onward, on June 15th 2018 for Web Of Science Core Collection and Zoological Records publication databases,
and on November 6th 2018 for Google Scholar (Additional file 4). The call for grey literature was updated for
articles published from 2016 onward through searches
on specialist websites that were conducted from November 26th 2018 to December 4th 2018, and searches on
BASE and CORE search engines that were performed on
November 7th and 8th 2018, respectively.
Article screening and study eligibility criteria
Screening process

The articles collected from online publication databases
were screened by several members of the review team for
eligibility (according to the criteria described in the next
section) through three successive stages: first on titles
(performed by AJ, EG, ELM, MV, RS, SV and VR), second on abstracts (performed by AC, AJ, EG, ELM, MV,
RS, SV, VR and YB) and third on full-texts. The screening is conservative at each stage, i.e. in cases of doubt,
articles proceed to the next stage for further assessment.
The agreement between screeners was assessed before
beginning the screening on titles and abstracts by computing a Randolph’s Kappa coefficient [21] on a number
of references randomly sampled among the sets of articles about waterways and other LTIs (200/62,940 titles
and 20/23,588 abstracts), and screened by each of the
reviewers independently of each other. We considered
200 and 20 randomly sampled references to be sufficient to assess the agreement between screeners during
title and abstract screening, respectively. It is a relatively
small proportion of the total number of references to be
screened, but these numbers were based on our experience with the first systematic review published on insects
[22], and the review team was nearly identical for this
review on vertebrates. A minimal coefficient of 0.6 was
considered an acceptable level of agreement between
reviewers. All disagreements were discussed by reviewers, so that differences in screeners’ understanding of
eligibility criteria could be resolved. When the coefficient was lower than 0.6 the operation was repeated until
reaching a coefficient larger than 0.6.
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Screening on full-texts was performed by AC, AJ, AV,
DYO, EG, ELM, MV, RS, SV, VR and YB. Although this is
a good practice to assess the agreement between screeners at full-text screening we were unable to do this due
to logistical constraints and time limitation. We however
performed a retrospective check of a random sample
(10%) of all the articles rejected. Because one screener
(DYO) screened a large proportion of full-texts (41%),
cross checking was performed as follows: one screener
(RS) checked 10% of the articles rejected by DYO, and
DYO checked 10% of the articles rejected by all other
screeners. Decisions appeared consistent for 91% of the
articles. For articles with inconsistent decisions, they
were finally excluded after discussion.
The articles collected from search engines, call for literature, and searches on specialist websites were screened
on titles and then directly on full-texts.
During the screening process reviewers did not screen
articles they themselves had authored.
Eligibility criteria

At each stage of screening, article eligibility was based
on a list of selection criteria. At the stage of title screening, these criteria mainly encompassed both the subject
(ecology and related disciplines) and the population and
exposure/intervention of the article (Table 3). The same
criteria were applied at the stage of abstract screening,
to which we added criteria regarding the exposure/intervention, the comparator, the outcomes or the study type
(Table 4). Articles without abstract were discarded due
to their high number and time constraints, although we
acknowledge that CEE guidelines recommend that their
eligibility should be assessed at full-text screening. Finally,
the same criteria as for the abstract stage were used for the
stage of full-text screening, to which we added new inclusion criteria regarding the language, the climate, the type
of publication or the specific questions covered (Table 5).
We considered that a study was not relevant to the purpose of the review, and thus discarded it, if the comparator was inappropriate [comparison between different
seasons, comparator difficult to interpret for the purposes
of this review, high contrast of habitat with the comparator (e.g. herbaceous vegetation compared to forest), etc.],
if the sampling was not strictly done on verges [we defined
LTI verges as the area up to 30 m from roadways, waterways, or railways, or the area (whatever the width) below
power lines or below/above pipelines], or if—for questions Q5 and Q6—the landscape scale was below 1 km. As
our review focused on transportation infrastructures, we
also made sure at full-text screening stage that only paved
roads and navigable rivers and canals were included. This
information is unfortunately rarely provided for waterways, so we included all articles with Strahler [26] stream
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Table 3 List of eligibility criteria at the stage of title screening
Include

Exclude

For all LTIs
Population
  Articles regarding invasive species if the role of corridor or habitat of
verges is mentioned
  Articles regarding soil biodiversity
Exposure/intervention
  Articles dealing only partially with the role of habitat or corridor of the
verges
  Articles dealing with the effects of chemical, noise or light pollution on
verge biodiversity (even if the pollution comes from the infrastructure
itself )
  Articles regarding wildfires (they are assessed at the full-text reading
stage)
Context
  Articles out of the temperate climatic zone (this criteria is assessed at the
full-text reading stage)

Population
  Studies regarding paleontology, phylogenetics, phylogeography and
taxonomy (including studies describing newly discovered species)
  Genetic studies without any relation to a natural habitat (in particular
biodiversity meta-genomics studies)
  Pedological studies without any relation to biodiversity
Exposure/intervention
  Studies regarding overpasses/underpasses or fragmentation due to LTIs
considered transversally, without considering the roles of habitat and
corridor of verges
Outcome
  Studies regarding green infrastructures in general without considering the
specific case of LTIs
  Studies regarding toxicology or chemical, noise or light pollution without
any relation to biodiversity

Specifically for fluvial LTIs (waterways)
Population
  Articles regarding amphibious species
Exposure/intervention
  Articles whose title mentions the words floodplain, riparian, wetland,
seasonal pond, intermittent stream or spawning (in which case the arti‑
cle is considered to deal with the semi-aquatic part of the river, that is
to say the banks, emerged during the dry season and immersed during
the wet season, which is part of the scope of the review)
  Articles regarding streams (they are assessed at the full-text reading
stage)
  Articles recommending management actions to perform under bridges
(hanging bat roosting boxes for instance)
  Articles regarding seed dispersal through waterway flow (hydrochory)
  Articles regarding the role of waterway banks in animal drownings

Population
  Articles regarding exclusively aquatic species, except if the title mentions
the words floodplain, riparian, wetland, seasonal pond, intermittent
stream or spawning (in which case the article is considered to deal with
the lateral part of the river, that is to say the banks, sometimes immersed
other times emerged, which is part of the scope of the review)
Exposure/intervention
  Articles regarding lakes and islands or sand banks in the middle of rivers
  Articles regarding river debris (organic matter, tree trunks, underwater
leaves decomposition, except if the article deals with the submerged part
of the bank, etc.)
  Articles regarding drownings without any relation to the role of habitat of
the banks

Specifically for non-fluvial LTIs (roads, railways, power lines, pipelines)
Exposure/intervention
  Articles regarding the role of verges in animal collisions
  Articles recommending verge management actions to perform (includ‑
ing fencing to avoid collisions)

Exposure/intervention
  Articles regarding animal collisions without any relation with the role of
habitat or corridor of the verges

Table 4 List of inclusion criteria at the stage of abstract screening
Type of criteria

Description

Relevant population(s)

All vertebrate biodiversity (at the species, community and ecosystem level), including exotic invasive species

Types of exposure/intervention Any article exposing biodiversity to a LTI verge (road, railway, power line or pipeline verges or waterway banks), to a LTI
verge management (mowing, pesticide spreading, pruning, planting, fence laying, beehive setting up, bird nesting
box and bat roosting box hanging, reptile artificial refuge setting up, etc.) or to a LTI verge disturbance (chemical, air,
noise and light pollution and wildfires)
Types of comparator

Unexposed/intervention-free control site or before-exposure/before-intervention control site

Types of outcome

All outcomes relating to corridor and habitat assessment or effects of verge management, such as dispersal (including
species invasions, hydrochory and seed dispersal by vehicles), species richness, Shannon index, Simpson index, beta
diversity, community composition and abundance of different taxonomic or functional groups of organisms

Types of study

All type of studies should be included apart from modelling (theoretical) articles, articles making recommendations
without making experimentation and articles making experimentations in laboratory conditions

order above three, canals and rivers, and we excluded
all articles with stream order equal or below three and
articles with no information on stream order. To identify whether study area was in the temperate climate we

used the Köppen–Geiger Climate Classification [Cfa, Cfb,
Cfc, Csa, Csb, Csc, see http://people.eng.unimelb.edu.
au/mpeel/koppen.html (accessed 17 November 2015) for
the GoogleEarth layers of the Köppen–Geiger Climate
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Table 5 List of inclusion criteria at the stage of full-text screening
Type of criteria

Description

Language

Full text written in English or French

Climate

Articles with study zone(s) of the temperate climate

Type of publication

Articles different from editorial material, meeting abstracts, news items and review

Comparator

Articles with control/compared site (not observational studies)

Road type

Articles with paved road (not unpaved road, path, gravel road, forest road)

Waterway type

Articles with stream order above three, canals or rivers

Specific questions

Articles that give relevant results to answer one or more of the six specific synthe‑
sis questions detailed in Table 1

Classification]. When a study area overlapped temperate
and non-temperate climate with no possibility to extract
the data regarding only the temperate climate the study
was discarded. Similarly, studies were excluded if the
results included biological groups and/or exposures that
were not under the scope of the review, with no possibility
to extract results scoping the review (e.g. results combining vertebrates and non-vertebrate species, results combining paths and paved roads). We also checked for data
redundancy (data already published in another article
included in the review) and added this factor as an exclusion cause.
Articles about non-vertebrate species were set aside
during the three stages of title, abstract and full-text
screenings.
Study validity assessment

We conducted a critical appraisal of the studies and
assigned them a low, medium or high risk of bias. To
define the criteria of this appraisal, eight external experts
in landscape connectivity and transportation ecology
were gathered and consulted during a 1-day workshop
with seven scientists of our review team [21]. During the
workshop, we discussed about the gold standard protocol
of an ideal study answering our primary question with
unlimited resources (unlimited money, time, workforce,
etc.). We considered that a study was unreliable because
of a high risk of bias, and therefore excluded it from the
review, if there was/were:
• A total absence of replications;
• An inadequate methodology (for example for question Q4 on the role of corridor of verges, a statistical
analysis of movement data that did not allow to distinguish LTI verges from other habitats);
• A method description strongly insufficient (i.e. when
it was not possible to know where the sampling was
done: within or outside LTI verges);
• Major confounding factors (e.g. strong difference in
sampling effort between treatment and control).

We considered that a study had a medium risk of bias if
it had the following characteristics:
• Absence of transparent and systematic procedure for
the selection of sample plot location (i.e. randomization, fixed distances, grids);
• Control–Intervention and Before–After–Intervention study designs (as opposed to Before–After–
Control–Intervention study designs) for the specific
questions involving verge management (questions
Q1 and Q3);
• Absence of true spatial replication of the study (for
example study with repetition of measures on a
unique site);
• Attrition bias (difference in the loss of samples
between control and treatment);
• Method description slightly insufficient (some minor
details were missing but did not challenge our understanding of the methods).
Finally, we considered that a study that did not have a
high or medium risk of bias had a low risk of bias. Studies
with a high risk of bias were discarded from synthesis. In
the narrative synthesis, the results of studies with a low
risk of bias were first synthesized and then the consistency of the results of studies with a medium risk of bias
was assessed. In the meta-analyses, the influence of the
level of bias (low or medium) on effect sizes was furthermore tested.
For articles dealing with more than one specific question (Table 1), we performed critical appraisal for each
question separately, that we considered being different
studies. The critical appraisal was performed as follows:
first, each study was critically appraised by one reviewer
(DYO, MH or VA). Then, a second reviewer (DYO or
MH) critically appraised again the uncertain cases. We
compared conclusions of the two reviewers, and when
they differed, they discussed disagreements until reaching a consensus and asked for a third reviewer if necessary. All reviewers never had to critically appraise articles
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they authored by themselves. Although it is a CEE standard that at least two people independently critically
appraise each study, it was not possible in this study due
to the high number of articles and time constraints.
Data coding and extraction strategy
Extraction of meta‑data

We used the coding tool displayed in Table 6 to produce
an easily searchable database of the studies included after
critical appraisal (i.e. with low and medium risk of bias).
If an article dealt with more than one of our specific
questions, we coded each question in a different row.
Extraction of data for narrative syntheses

For all specific questions, we first extracted into tables
the statistically tested results of all studies with low and
medium bias. For each species or group of species we
extracted the effects of exposure/intervention and categorized them as positive, negative or neutral. Neutral
effects referred to comparison between control and treatment that were statistically not significant (i.e. no statistically significant difference between the two, α = 0.05).
Where necessary, we assessed whether the differences
were statistically significant using the confidence intervals reported by the authors. Data extraction was performed by one reviewer (DYO) and a second reviewer
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(AC) checked all the studies related to the specific questions Q1, Q4, and Q5.
Extraction of data for meta‑analyses

For each primary study, and for both LTI verges and control sites away from LTIs, sample sizes, outcome means,
and measures of variation (standard deviation, standard
error, or confidence interval) were extracted from tables,
text, published raw data (e.g. in appendices), and graphics using WebPlotDigitizer version 4.2 (https://autom
eris.io/WebPlotDigitizer, accessed 17 June 2019). When
outcome means or measures of variation could not be
directly extracted from the published data, the sample
size and any other measure that enable further imputation according to Lajeunesse [27] (e.g. upper- and lower
inter-quartile ranges, statistical tests parameters) were
extracted. In case of uncertainty of the measure of variation reported (i.e. when it was impossible to know
whether it was the standard deviation or the standard
error that was reported), authors were directly contacted
to recover missing information. When outcome means
and measures of variation were available on a log-scale
basis, they were back-transformed according to Higgins et al. [28]. Abundance for either species groups or
individual species were extracted. If a study reported the
abundances for both a group and some particular individual species from the group we only used the former.

Table 6 Coding tool for the database of included studies
Coding variable

Details/Examples

ID

Unique identifier of the publication

Source

Source of the publication (e.g. WOS, ZR, grey literature)

Reference

Authors, year, title, publisher

DOI
Publication type

Book chapter, journal article, thesis, report, etc.

Article language

English/French

Specific question

Question Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, or Q6

Study design

Spatial/temporal/spatial and temporal comparisons

Risk of bias

Low/medium

Study country
Study region(s)
GPS coordinates
Biological group(s)

Amphibians/birds/reptiles/small mammals/bats/other mammals

LTI

Roads/railways/powerlines/pipelines/waterways

LTI verge

Description of verge and its habitat (grassland, shrubland, hedge, forest, etc.)

Comparison

Questions Q2 and Q4: type of habitat of the control site
Question Q1 and Q3: management practices (mowing, pesticide spreading,
pruning, planting, fence laying, etc.)
Questions Q5 and Q6: landscape metric(s) and spatial scale(s)

Outcomes

Abundance, species richness, Shannon index, etc.

Included in narrative synthesis
Included in meta-analyses
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Ten studies measured the biodiversity of vertebrates
at various distances from LTI verges [29–38]. In these
cases, we used values of the furthest distance as controls.
Finally, if a study reported several sites that could serve as
a control, the site with habitat most similar to LTI verges
was chosen as control. Data extraction was performed by
one reviewer (DYO) and a sample of data (60%) was retrospectively cross checked by another reviewer (YR).
Potential effect modifiers/reasons for heterogeneity

We recorded the following potential effect modifiers as
stated in the protocol of the present review [21]:
• Geographic location;
• Biological group of vertebrates studied;
• Site characteristics: type of LTI, type of habitat of the
verge and type of habitat of the compared site;
• Verge management practices (mowing, grazing, vegetation burning, pesticide use, etc.);
• Comparator type (spatial/temporal, etc.);
• Selection of sampling location (randomization, fixed
distances or grids versus directed sampling).
Although identified as a potential reason for heterogeneity in the protocol of the present review [21],
we eventually considered the absence of replicates as
an important source of bias. Accordingly, those articles without replicates were discarded during critical
appraisal.
Data synthesis and presentation
Descriptive statistics and narrative synthesis

The meta-data extracted from each study were used to
produce descriptive statistics of the evidence. Then, for

Spooledi =
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To be included in the meta-analyses, studies had to
report mean, sample size and some measure of variation
for vertebrate abundance or species richness, for both
LTI verges and another habitat away from the LTI that
served as a control (in addition to the inclusion criteria
used for the whole review). When we could not get some
measure of variation from primary studies they were
estimated via data imputation using the available means
and standard deviations of all the studies with complete
information [27], and when we could not get means we
directly estimated effect sizes (Hedges’ d standardized
mean difference, see next section) from statistical tests
parameters (e.g. from t-value of t-test) [27].
In the meta-analyses, we used as response variables
abundance and its proxies (density, number of captures, of passes, of contacts, of calls, of litters, of nests,
of breeding pairs, of pellets, or of territories), and species
richness.
Meta‑analyses

To assess the response of vertebrates to LTI (specific
question Q2) we used the Hedges’ d standardized mean
difference [39] as a measure of the effect size for both
abundance and species richness:

di =

X i,treatment − X i,control
∗ Ji
Spooledi

where X i,treatment and X i,control are the means for study i
of treatment sites on LTI verges and control sites away
from LTI, respectively. Thus, the effect size di is positive if
the abundance or species richness is higher in LTI verges
than in sites away from LTI.
Spooledi is the pooled standard deviation of the two
groups:




2
2
ni,treatment − 1 ∗ SDi,treatment
+ ni,control − 1 ∗ SDi,control
ni,treatment + ni,control − 2

each specific question, we produced a narrative table
that summarized the key results of relevant studies and
we wrote a narrative synthesis. Whenever possible, we
organized the findings from included studies by grouping them into categories based on risk of bias, biological group, type of LTI, and/or type of management
intervention.
Eligibility for meta‑analysis

Meta-analyses were only possible for the specific question Q2 (role of habitat of LTI verges) because only this
question gathered enough homogeneous studies in terms
of comparator and outcome with the required statistics.

(1)

(2)

where SDi is the standard deviation and ni,treatment and
ni,control are the sample sizes of treatment and control
groups.
Ji is a correction for small sample size:

Ji = 1 −

3


.
4 ∗ ni,treatment + ni,control − 2 − 1

(3)

To calculate the variance for Hedges’ di we did not
use the standard approach with Hedges’ estimator [40]
because Hamman et al. [41] demonstrated that it is
biased under conditions common in ecological metaanalyses. Instead we used the alternative estimator proposed by Hedges [42]:
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∗

We used linear mixed-models with the restricted
maximum-likelihood (REML) estimator to estimate the
grand mean effect size and test the effect of moderators. Because one study could gather several cases, we
nested the cases within the studies as random effects for
each analysis. A case referred to an individual effect size
extracted from a study (e.g. abundance of a particular
species or group of species); a given study possibly gathering multiple cases (e.g. abundance of several species or
group of species).
In the models each effect size was weighted based on
the precision of its estimate, with more precise estimates
receiving
Weights wi were computed as
 greater weights.

wi = 1/ vari + τ 2 with τ 2 the among-study variance
estimated during the meta-analysis.
For each response variable (i.e. abundance and species
richness), we first computed the grand mean effect size
combining all studies (mixed model without moderators
with cases nested within studies as random effects). We
analysed the datasets for publication bias (i.e. when the
published literature reports results that systematically
differ from those of all studies conducted) using funnel
plots, Pearson’s correlation coefficient between effect
size and publication year, cumulative meta-analysis by
publication year, and Rosenberg’s fail-safe number [43].
Publication bias is manifested by an asymmetry in funnel plot, but other causes than publication bias can lead
to funnel plot asymmetry, such as heterogeneity in effect
sizes. To take this into account, we used the residuals of
the model testing the effect of the type of LTI on vertebrate response to graphically examine and test for funnel
plot asymmetry [44] using Egger’s regression test [45]. At
this stage we also tested for the effect of the risk of bias of
the studies (low or medium). Because the risk of bias was
correlated with the type of LTI (e.g. all studies on powerlines had a low risk of bias whereas all studies on railways
had a medium risk of bias) and thus the effect of risk of
bias may be confounded with the effect of type of LTI, we
tested the effect of the risk of bias on the residuals of the
model testing the effect of the type of LTI on vertebrate
response.
We investigated in meta-analyses the influence of LTI
type and biological group (moderators) on vertebrate
response to LTI. We evaluated vertebrate response to
six LTI types: highways, non-highway roads, waterways, pipelines, powerlines, railways. We discriminated between highways from other roads because road
width, verge width and disturbances (traffic, noise, light,


ni,treatment + ni,control − 2

 .
ni,treatment ∗ni,control
∗ ni,treatment + ni,control − 4
ni,treatment +n

(4)

i,control

pollution) can vary considerably between the two types.
To categorize highways, we used the description given by
the authors of the publication and considered “highway”,
“motorway”, “freeway”, and “6-lane roads” as highways.
We evaluated the heterogeneity in vertebrate response
to LTIs by assessing response variation with biological
group. We defined six biological groups: amphibians,
reptiles, birds, small mammals (less than 1 kg rodents,
shrews), bats, and other mammals.
For testing the effects of moderators, we avoided problems associated with confounding factors by constructing independent subsets of data. We also restricted our
analysis to variable levels that were represented in at least
two studies. We also determined the influence of individual cases on the results by computing Cook’s distance,
and we removed from analysis the cases with a distance
greater than 0.5. As a result of these restrictions, we were
able to analyse the effect of biological group on vertebrate
abundance for each LTI separately (i.e. one analysis per
LTI); and conversely, the effect of LTI on vertebrate abundance for each biological group, which was the other possible option to split the data. We checked the consistency
of the results of these two options. Regarding species
richness, we were able to analyse bird species richness for
three LTIs.
In all analyses total heterogeneity QT was partitioned
into heterogeneity explained by the model (QM ) and
heterogeneity not explained by the model (QE ) with
QT = QM + QE . The statistical significance of QM and QE
was tested against a χ 2 distribution.
All analyses were conducted in R 3.5.3 [46] using the
metafor package [47] and the rma.mv() function.
Deviations from the protocol

Primary question:
• The question in the protocol originally encompasses
all biodiversity. Because a very large number of articles were collected, the review process was split by
taxa and the primary question in this review focuses
on vertebrates.
Search for articles:
• Searches on search engines were performed using
search terms in English only, and not in both English
and French.
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• Searches on Google (https://www.google.fr) were not
conducted.
• Searches on specialist websites were not performed
at the beginning of the review (searches on Google
Scholar and the call for literature were considered
sufficient). However, the update for grey literature
was conducted through searches on specialist websites, as well as through searches on Google Scholar,
BASE (https://www.base-search.net/) and CORE
(https://core.ac.uk/), and the call for literature was
not carried out once more.
Screening:
• The consistency of reviewers’ decision during fulltexts’ screening was not tested, due to logistical and
time constraints.
• Although it was not clearly stated in the protocol, it
is a CEE standard that articles without abstracts are
assessed at full-text. However, in this review, articles
without abstracts were directly excluded due to their
high number and time constraints.
Data extraction:
• For readability, the coding variables “Publication
year”, “Authors”, “Title”, and “Publisher” were aggregated into a single column “Reference”. For better
referencing of the studies, the variable “DOI” was
extracted. The unique identifier of the publication,
the source of the publication, and the specific question (Q1–Q6) addressed by the study were also indicated in the final table of included studies, as well as
whether the study is included in the narrative synthesis and in the meta-analyses.
The implications of these deviations are considered in
the review limitations section.

Results
Literature search, retrieval, screening and appraisal
Literature searches and screening

Searches returned 61,412 from Web Of Science Core
Collection, and 21,160 from Zoological Records publication databases. We found 83 of the 84 articles of our
test list indexed in Web Of Science core collection, and
49 of the 51 articles of our test list indexed in Zoological
Records (Additional file 2). Combining the two databases,
only one (out of 102) article of our test list was indexed in
the databases but not found by our searches. The other
searches gave 200 records from Google Scholar, 100 from
BASE, 100 from CORE, 98 from specialist websites, and
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495 from the 52 persons who answered the call for grey
literature.
Eventually, all the searches gave a total of 83,565 individual records which resulted in 62,940 articles after
duplicate removal (Fig. 1). Of them, 23,588 remained
after title screening, and 3191 after abstract screening. We could not retrieve 209 full-texts, leaving 2982
full-text to screen. At full-text screening the most common reasons for exclusions were: non-temperate climate
(46%), inappropriate comparator (12%), no intervention/
exposure (11%), criteria specific to waterways (9%), and
full-text language other than English or French (7%).
After full-text screening 204 articles remained (Fig. 1).
The articles rejected at full-text screening as well as those
for which we did not find full text are listed in Additional
file 5 with reason for exclusion.
Study validity assessment

Because an article can answer to more than one of our
specific questions, the 204 articles included in the review
were split into 221 different studies that underwent critical appraisal. At this stage, 93 studies were excluded
from further synthesis (Additional file 6, list of the studies included in the review with study validity assessment) because they showed a high risk of bias (but one
study was excluded because data was redundant with
another study). The reasons for a high risk of bias were
the presence of a major confounding factor (53 studies), a strongly insufficient description of the method (30
studies), and an absence of replication (9 studies, Fig. 1).
Finally, a total of 128 studies corresponding to 119 articles were retained after critical appraisal (Additional
file 7, list of the studies included in the review with coded
metadata). To be further included in the narrative syntheses studies must provide statistical results (91 studies,
Fig. 1). To be further included in the meta-analyses, studies must provide appropriate data (35 studies, 29 of them
were already included in the narrative syntheses). This
leaves 31 studies that did not provide statistical results
nor appropriate data for meta-analyses. These studies,
although included in the review, were therefore neither
included in the narrative syntheses nor in the meta-analyses (Additional file 7, Fig. 1).
Characteristics of the studies

Of the 128 included studies with low or medium risk of
bias, only 23% (30 studies) had a low risk of bias (Fig. 2).
Most of the 128 studies dealt with the role of habitat of
verges (question Q2) and compared vertebrate biodiversity in verges to that of other similar habitats (82 studies).
Twenty-one studies dealt with the effect of verge management on vertebrate biodiversity (question Q1) and 16
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Fig. 1 ROSES flow diagram [25] reporting the screening process of the articles and studies of the review
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(115 out of 119), the others being written in French (articles written in other languages were excluded at fulltext screening). The articles were mainly journal articles
(113), but the review also included three book chapters,
two Ph.D. thesis chapters, and one technical report.
Study location

At country level, most of the 128 studies were conducted
in the United States of America (22%, Fig. 4), then in
United Kingdom (16%), Australia (13%), France (13%)
and Spain (8%).
Fig. 2 Number of studies with low, medium and high risk of bias
for each specific question. For details on the specific questions see
Table 1. No study dealing with the specific question Q6 was found,
and only one study with a high risk of bias was found for question Q3

with the influence of the surrounding landscape on the
biodiversity hosted by verges (question Q5). We found
nine studies that dealt with the role of corridor of verges
(question Q4) and compared vertebrate movements in
verges to those in another linear habitat away from LTIs.
We did not find any studies with low or medium risk of
bias dealing with the influence of management or surrounding landscape on the role of corridor of verges
(questions Q3 and Q6, respectively).
Publication year

The 119 articles corresponding to the 128 studies with
low or medium risk of bias were published from 1972 to
2018, with an exponential increase in the number of articles with time (Fig. 3a). The increased number of articles
over time is not explained by an increase in the quality of
studies over time, as the pattern was similar for the number of articles after and before critical appraisal (Fig. 3b).
Source

The 119 articles corresponding to the 128 studies with
low or medium risk of bias were mainly retrieved from
Web Of Science Core Collection (93 articles) and Zoological Records (21) publication databases. The literature sources brought relatively few articles: two articles
were sent to us following the call for grey literature, one
came from Google Scholar, one was found on a specialist
website (journal special issue on transportation ecology),
and one was found through a received announcement of
defence of thesis.
Language and type of article

The articles corresponding to the 128 studies with low
or medium risk of bias were mainly written in English

Study design

Almost all of the 128 studies had a Control–Exposure
(for questions Q2, Q4, Q5) or a Control–Intervention
(for question Q1) design, with only two studies having a
Before–After–Intervention design (for question Q1).
Taxa studied

Of all the 128 studies, most were on mammals (78 studies, Fig. 5a), especially on small mammals (32 studies)
and bats (26 studies). Birds were the second most studied class, with 45 studies. Amphibians and reptiles were
relatively poorly studied, with seven and five studies
respectively.
Exposures

Most of the 128 studies were about roads (69 studies, Fig. 5b) with a focus on birds and small mammals
(Fig. 5c). Waterways were the second most studied LTI
(37 studies). We found 15 studies about powerlines which
also focused on birds and small mammals (Fig. 5c), and
11 studies about railways. The same pattern was found
for the specific question Q2 (role of habitat of LTI verges)
that concentrated most of the studies (Fig. 5d).
Interventions

We found eight types of interventions for the specific
question Q1 (influence of verge management on the
biodiversity hosted by verges) that gathered 21 studies.
These studies provided information on the impact of
reducing the vegetative biomass of the verges (e.g. mowing, slashing) (six studies), of channelizing waterways
(five studies), of increasing waterway water level (three
studies), of road lighting (three studies), of using synthetic bottom to construct highway stormwater retention
ponds (one study), of allowing humans to come on waterways verges (one study), of improving species habitat on
verges (one study), and of planting fleshly-fruited woody
species on highway verges (one study). These interventions were thus very diverse with some specific to one
LTI (e.g. channelization).
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Fig. 3 Years of publication of a the 119 articles retained after critical appraisal and b the 204 articles addressing our primary question (before critical
appraisal)

Measured outcomes

Almost 90% of the studies (113 studies) used measures
related to abundance (abundance, density, occurrence,
location, activity, …). Just over a quarter of the studies (33

studies) presented measures of species diversity (mainly
species richness but also Shannon index). We found
seven studies that provided demographic parameters
(survival, reproduction) and six that provided measures
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Fig. 4 Number of included studies by country. The colours group countries by continent

related to similarity between communities (Jaccard similarity coefficient, Bray–Curtis distances) or between populations (genetic distances).
Narrative syntheses

The narrative syntheses of our six specific questions were
based on 91 studies out of the 128 studies with low or
medium risk of bias. We set aside the studies that did not
provide statistical results to assess the effect of exposure/
intervention (indicated in Additional file 7). The narrative
tables summarizing the key results are provided in Additional file 8.
Is vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges equal to, higher,
or lower than in similar habitats away from LTIs? (question
Q2)

We found 56 studies with statistical results to answer
this specific question. Overall, they indicated that vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges is not found to be statistically different from vertebrate biodiversity in similar
habitats away from the LTI, with exceptions for some
biological groups and/or LTI. The key results of these
56 studies are summarized in Additional file 8: Table S1.
Among them,

• 33 studies (including nine with a low risk of bias)
compared vertebrate biodiversity in road verges to
similar habitat away from roads (group a in Additional file 8: Table S1);
• 13 studies (including two with a low risk of bias)
compared vertebrate biodiversity in waterway verges
to similar habitat away from waterways (group b);
• 7 studies (including four with a low risk of bias) compared vertebrate biodiversity in powerline corridors
to similar habitat away from powerline corridors
(group c);
• 4 studies (all with a medium risk of bias) compared
vertebrate biodiversity in railway verges to similar
habitat away from railways (group d).
The main results for each LTI and biological group and
according to risk of bias are presented in Table 7. In the
following description abundance refers to all outcomes
related to abundance (density, occurrence, activity, …).
(Note that a quantitative synthesis (meta-analyses) was
also performed on this question Q2, see further).
Roads Among the nine studies with a low risk of bias,
four were about birds [33, 48–50], five about small mam-
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Fig. 5 Distribution of the number of included studies in the six specific questions (from Q1 to Q6, see Table 1), five types of LTIs (roads, waterways,
powerlines, railways, and pipelines), and six biological groups (birds, small mammals, bats, other mammals, amphibians, and reptiles). Square size
indicates the proportion of studies in each combination of a questions and biological groups, b questions and LTIs, c LTIs and biological groups, and
d LTIs and biological groups for the specific question Q2 (role of habitat of verges)

mals [29, 50–53], and one about avian nest predators [54]
from which we could hardly extract evidence as no information was available on species identity.
Studies about birds and small mammals revealed a
contrasted pattern between the two groups (Table 7,

Additional file 8: Table S1 group a). Studies with a low
risk of bias revealed that for birds, species richness [33]
or abundance [33, 48] was lower in road verges than away
from roads, or abundance was not found to be statistically different [48, 49] (but there is one exception [48]).
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Table 7 Summary of the main effects found for the specific question Q2 (role of habitat of LTI verges) for each biological
group (birds, small mammals, bats, other mammals, amphibians, and reptiles), LTI (roads, waterways, powerlines,
and railways), and risk of bias (low or medium)

Birds

Small mammals

Bats

Other mammals

Amphibians

Reptiles

Risk of bias

Roads

Waterways

Powerlines

Railways

Low

(3)
− or NS
[+ Molothrus ater]

(1)
NS or +

(3)
NS or +
[− forest interior species]

/

Medium

(10)
Depends on species

(2)
+

(2)
NS
[− Iridoprocne bicolor]

/

Low

(4)
NS or +
[−]

/

(1)
NS or +
[− Antechinus agilis]

/

Medium

(5)
NS or +

/

/

(3)
NS
[+]

Low

/

/

/

/

Medium

(6)
Depends on species

(8)
NS or +

/

(1)
− or NS

Low

/

/

/

/

Medium

(2)
NS or +

/

(1)
NS or +

/

Low

/

/

/

/

Medium

/

(1)
NS or +
[−]

/

/

Low

/

/

/

Medium

/

(1)
NS or +

/

/

/

No study about pipelines were included in the review. All outcomes related to abundance, diversity or demography were considered here but outcomes related to
similarity between communities were not. The number of studies is indicated in parenthesis, “−” indicates a negative effect of exposure to LTI (i.e. lower biodiversity
in LTI verges compared to similar habitats away from LTIs), “NS” statistically non-significant (P > 0.05) differences between LTI verges and similar habitats away from
LTI, and “+” a positive effect of exposure to LTI (i.e. higher biodiversity in LTI verges compared to similar habitats away from LTIs). Effects indicated in brackets were
exceptions to the main effects reported. Studies with no information on biological group [54] or with results mixed for several groups [76] were not included

For small mammals, species richness [52] or composition [50, 52] was not found to be statistically different
between road verges and away from road, and abundance
was higher [29, 51, 52] or not statistically different [29,
51, 53]. When we considered the studies with a medium
risk of bias, it overall revealed the same patterns found
for small mammals [32, 55–58] and birds [59–64]. For
birds, four studies however reported higher abundance
or reproductive success in road verges than away from
roads for Dendroica cerulea [65], Pica pica [66], Tyto furcata [67], and Corvus corax [68].
In addition, we found six studies providing information
on bat biodiversity in road verges, all with a medium risk
of bias. They showed that bat diversity was higher [69]
or not found to be statistically different [70] along roads
than away from roads. For abundance they reported contrasted results depending on species [69–74].
We additionally found two studies with a medium risk
of bias providing information on other mammal biodiversity in road verges. One on raccoons Procyon lotor in
the United States of America showed that they selected

more road habitat than open habitat [75]. And a study on
swamp wallabies Wallabia bicolor in Australia showed
that their abundance was not statistically different
between close to roads and far from roads [30].
Finally, we found one study with a medium risk of
bias conducted in China on the activity of seed predators (mammal and bird species, indistinguishable) that
showed that their abundance was higher at roadsides
than away from roads in autumn and winter, but not in
spring [76].
Waterways Eight studies were about bats [77–84], three
about birds [37, 85, 86], one about amphibians [35], and
one about reptiles [87]. Overall, they indicated that vertebrate biodiversity in waterway verges was not found to
be statistically different or was higher to that away from
waterways (Table 7, Additional file 8: Table S1 group b).
These studies related to relatively natural waterways,
except three related to an artificial managed channel [79],
canals [80], and rivers in an urban context [85].
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Powerlines Four studies presented a low risk of bias,
among which three were on birds [48, 88, 89] and one on
small mammals [90]. Overall, they indicated that richness or abundance of bird or small mammal species in
powerline verges was not found to be statistically different or was higher than away from powerlines, except for
the abundance of forest-interior birds [48] in the United
States of America, and the abundance of the small mammal species Antechinus agilis in Australia [90] (Table 7,
Additional file 8: Table S1 group c). When we considered
the three studies with a medium risk of bias, they overall
revealed the same pattern except for the bird species Iridoprocne bicolor, which showed a reduction in breeding
success under powerlines compared to away from powerlines [91].
Railways Three studies were about small mammals and
were conducted in South America [92–94] and one was
about bats and was conducted in France [95]. They were
all with a medium risk of bias. Overall, they indicated that
biodiversity in railway verges was not found to be statistically different from that away from railways, but more
studies are needed to be able to really conclude (Table 7,
Additional file 8: Table S1 group d).
Is vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges dependent
on the surrounding landscape? (question Q5)

We found nine studies with statistical results to answer
this specific question. Overall, they indicated that indeed
the vertebrate biodiversity of LTI verges depends on the
surrounding landscape. The key results of these nine
studies are summarized in Additional file 8: Table S2.
Among them,
• 5 studies (two with a low risk of bias and three with
a medium risk of bias), assessed the effect of the proportion of urbanisation and agriculture or woodland
in the landscape (quantitative assessment, group e in
Additional file 8: Table S2);
• 4 studies (one with a low risk of bias and three with a
medium risk of bias) assessed the effect of the type of
landscape (qualitative assessment, group f ).
Among the studies that conducted a qualitative assessment, all reported an effect of the type of landscape [51,
64, 96] or level of altitude [97] on vertebrate (small mammals, birds, bats) abundance or richness.
Among the studies that conducted a quantitative
assessment, the two studies with a low risk of bias suggested that urbanisation has a neutral or negative effect
on vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges. These two studies were conducted in Europe on bats and waterways
[98, 99]. Both studies reported neutral effects of the
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surrounding landscape on bat activity or bat presence
(Nyctalus spp., Pipistrellus pipistrellus, P. pygmaeus,
Myotis daubentonii and M. capaccinii), except Lintott
et al. [98] who reported a negative relationship between
the proportion of urbanisation in the surrounding 3 km
and the activity Myotis spp. (activity was more than half
reduced when the proportion of urbanisation increased
from 10 to 40%). The three studies with a medium risk
of bias also reported a negative effect of urbanisation
on Myotis daubentonii activity along waterways [100],
on amphibian species richness in highway verges [101],
and on shrubland bird species richness and abundance in
powerline right-of-ways [102].
In addition, the two studies with a low risk of bias
reported a neutral effect of increasing forest cover in the
landscape on bat species activity along waterways [98,
99]. The study of Langton et al. [100], with a medium risk
of bias, however reported a positive effect of increasing
proportion of woodland on M. daubentonii activity along
waterways.
Finally, two studies with a medium risk of bias showed
that the effect of the proportion of arable or agricultural
land in the landscape was neutral on M. daubentonii
activity along waterways [100], and negative on shrubland bird species richness and abundance in powerline
right-of-ways [102].
Do LTI verge management practices increase, decrease,
or have no effect on vertebrate biodiversity in LTI verges?
(question Q1)

We found 19 studies with statistical results to answer this
specific question, all of them having a medium risk of
bias. Overall, they covered a wide variety of verge management practices that can indeed influence vertebrate
biodiversity in verges. Their key results are summarized
in Additional file 8: Table S3. Among them,
• 17 studies were about verge management practices
implemented for the functioning of the infrastructure (e.g. vegetative biomass reduction, waterway
channelization, or road lightening, group g in Additional file 8: Table S3);
• 2 studies were about verge management practices
implemented for enhancing biodiversity in verges
(group h).
Vegetative biomass management Five studies were about
the reduction of verge vegetative biomass, all about small
mammal abundance in road verges or powerline corridors. From these studies it emerges that reducing verge
vegetative biomass decreases or has no effect on small
mammal abundance [57, 103, 104], except for the intro-
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duced house mouse Mus domesticus that benefits from
clearings in powerline corridors in Australia [90, 105].
Interestingly, Meunier et al. [57] evidenced an effect of
the type of landscape on the response of small mammals
to management: the abundance (number of captures per
60 trap-nights) of the greater white-toothed shrew Crocidura russula was two and a half and three times lower
in mown habitat than in unmown habitat in “garrigue”
and “plantation” landscapes, respectively, but differences
were not found to be statistically significant in the “farmland” landscape. Similarly, abundance of the wood mouse
Apodemus sylvaticus was three times lower in mown habitat than in unmown habitat in “plantation” landscape, but
differences were not found to be statistically significant in
the “garrigue” landscape.
Waterway channelization Four studies focused on
waterway channelization, two on river bird species
(Riparia riparia, Motacilla cinerea, and Alcedo atthis),
one on the European mink Mustela lutreola, and one
on the Taiwanese freshwater turtle Mauremys sinensis.
The two studies on river bird species found no effect of
relatively low levels of waterway channelization on species occurrence [106] or occurrence of breeding territories [107]. The other two studies found a negative effect
of relatively high levels of waterway channelization, that
decreased European mink occurrence [108] (Jacob index
of electivity which is bounded between − 1 and 1 fell from
0.37 for natural rivers to − 0.78 for aggressively canalised
rivers) or turtle Mauremys sinensis overall abundance by
14% [109]. The negative effect of a high level of channelization on the turtle population was however complex,
with a decreasing abundance of females and juveniles but
an increasing abundance of males after the intervention.
Increasing waterway water level Three studies assessed
the impact of increasing waterway water level on bird species occurrence [110, 111], abundance or diversity [112].
Overall, they reported contrasted results depending on
the species and the season considered. However one study
assessing variation in Danube river at the border between
Hungary and Slovakia reported a strong tendency for species richness and abundance to correlate negatively with
water level and for Shannon diversity to correlate positively [112]. A national study across Great Britain similarly reported that the study species presence displayed
largely negative association with mean daily flow [111].
Road lighting Three studies assessed the effect of road
lighting on bat activity, in United Kingdom or Ireland.
The studies reported a negative impact of lighting on
Rhinolophus ferrumequinum activity [113], a positive
impact on Nyctalus leisleri activity [114], and a neutral
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impact on Pipistrellus pipistrellus and P. pygmaeus activity [114]. One study reported contrasted effects of lighting
on bat (probably P. pipistrellus) activity depending on the
colour of the lamps: bat activity along roads lit by white
streetlamps was higher than along unlit roads, and activity along roads lit by orange streetlamps was lower than
along unlit roads [115].
Other management practices (not designed for biodiversity) Finally, one study assessed the effect on amphibian
richness of using a synthetic bottom to construct stormwater retention ponds along highways [101], and reported
statistically non-significant effect of using such a synthetic
material. Another study assessed the impact of human
presence along rivers in Glasgow, Scotland, on waterbird
presence [116], and showed contrasted effects (positive,
negative, or statistically non-significant effect) depending
on the species and the season considered.
Management practices specifically designed for biodiversity Two studies dealt with management practices that
were directly implemented for enhancing biodiversity in
verges. One study was about improving European otter
Lutra lutra habitat in waterway verges through fencing
to keep livestock from grazing at the water edge, planting
trees and shrubs, reconstructing oxbow, and constructing
artificial holts [117]. From 2 to 4 years after the intervention, the authors found a positive effect on otter incidence.
The other study was about clump planting fleshly-fruited
woody species on highway embankments, to enhance
bird seed dispersal on the roadsides, in a context of highly
deforested agricultural surrounding landscape [118]. One
year after the intervention, the authors did not find any
statistically significant difference in species richness nor
abundance between embankments with or without plantings.
Are vertebrate movements in LTI verges equal to, higher,
or lower than their movements in similar habitats away
from LTIs? (question Q4)

We found seven studies with statistical results to answer
this specific question, all of them about mammals. Overall, they indicated that mammal movements on LTI
verges are not statistically different or higher than their
movements in similar habitats away from the LTIs, suggesting that LTI verges can constitute corridors for mammal displacements. The key results of these seven studies
are summarized in Additional file 8: Table S4. Among
them,
• 4 studies (two with a low risk of bias and two with
a medium risk of bias) conducted direct measures of
vertebrate movements with radio-telemetry or cap-
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ture–mark–recapture methods (direct assessment,
group i in Additional file 8: Table S4);
• 3 studies (one with a low risk of bias and two with
a medium risk of bias) conducted an indirect assessment of vertebrate movements through predation
rate or through genetic distance analyses (indirect
assessment (group j)).
The two studies with a low risk of bias and direct
assessment of mammal movements in LTI verges were
conducted in Australia and were about roads. These studies found that Tasmanian devils (Sarcophilus harrisii) and
wild dogs (Canis lupus dingo, C. l. familiaris and hybrids
of the two) were more likely to move along roads than to
move along other linear features such as tracks or watercourses [119, 120]. For the spotted-tailed quoll (Dasyurus maculatus) no differences were found [119]. The two
other studies that assessed mammal movement along
LTI verges had a medium risk of bias and found statistically non-significant differences ([121] about roads and
[122] about railways). Similarly, all studies that indirectly
assessed mammal movements along LTI verges through
predation rate of bird eggs [123] (according to the “travel
line” hypothesis) or genetic distance analyses [124, 125]
reported statistically non-significant differences.
Are vertebrate movements in LTI verges dependent
on the surrounding landscape? (question Q6)

No study evaluated the influence of the surrounding
landscape on vertebrate movements in LTI verges.
Do LTI verge management practices increase, decrease,
or have no effect on vertebrate movements in LTI verges?
(question Q3)

No study evaluated the influence of verge management
on vertebrate movement in LTI verges.
Data synthesis: quantitative syntheses
Description of the data

We extracted quantitative data from 35 studies among
the 82 with low or medium risk of bias addressing the
specific question Q2 (Is biodiversity in LTI verges equal
to, higher, or lower than in similar habitats away from
LTIs?). Among the 136 cases extracted from these 35
studies, 99 cases in 31 studies referred to species or group
abundance, and 37 cases in 14 studies referred to species
richness (Additional file 9). We estimated the variance of
cases with data imputation (i.e. filling missing variance by
using the available data from the other studies) for two
cases (1.5% of the total data). When several cases were
extracted from the same study, this was because there
was data for several species or group of species (eight
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studies), for several sites (eight studies) or for several
years or seasons (three studies).
Most of the cases in our data were conducted along
roads (highways 40% and non-highway roads 26%), then
along waterways (18%), powerlines (10%), and railways
(6%). No study was conducted along pipelines. Cases
were mostly from Europe [53%, especially from France
(41%) and Poland (8%)], then from North America (26%,
all in the United States of America) and Oceania (12%).
South America, Africa, and Asia represented 4, 3, and 1%
of the data, respectively.
The majority of the cases were about birds (54%), then
bats (21%) and small mammals (19%). The other biological groups were represented by only six cases in a unique
study in Australia on the swamp wallaby Wallabia bicolor
(other mammals), one case also in Australia on the scincid lizard Menetia greyii (reptiles), and one case in Brazil
on terrestrial amphibians.
Meta‑analyses and publication bias

For abundance, we found that, overall, vertebrates were
more abundant along verges than in similar habitats away
from LTIs (grand mean effect size d = 0.51, 95% confidence interval (95% CI) [0.09; 0.94]). We also found a
statistically significant heterogeneity in the effect sizes
(QT = 1286.94, P-value < 0.0001, N = 99), indicating that
moderators could explain variations in effect sizes.
For species richness, the overall grand mean effect size
was not statistically different from zero (d = − 0.15, 95%
CI [− 1.08; 0.78]). The negative value of the effect size
mainly came from a highly influential case (Cook’s distance above 0.5, see after). When this case was removed,
the grand mean effect size became positive but still not
statistically different from zero (d = 0.19, 95% CI [− 0.57;
0.94]), indicating that species richness in LTI verges was
overall similar to species richness in control sites away
from LTIs. We found a statistically significant heterogeneity in the effect sizes [QT = 762.73, P-value < 0.0001,
N = 36 (without the influential case)], indicating that
moderators could explain variations in effect sizes.
We did not find obvious publication bias when we
examined the funnel plots and the plot of the cumulative meta-analysis by publication year, neither for abundance nor for species richness (Additional file 10). Egger’s
regression test for funnel plot asymmetry indicated that
there was no statistically significant asymmetry for abundance (P-value = 0.80). For species richness, asymmetry
was statistically significant (P-value < 0.0001) but when
we removed from the data the highly influential case,
funnel plot asymmetry was no longer statistically significant (P-value = 0.63, Additional file 10). Effect sizes
were also not correlated to publication year, neither for
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abundance (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = − 0.04,
P-value = 0.68, N = 99) nor for species richness (r = 0.18,
P-value = 0.30, N = 36, without the influential case). For
abundance, the Rosenberg fail safe number was 6527,
which is far greater than 5k + 10 (5 * 99 + 10 = 505), suggesting the estimated positive grand mean effect size
was robust against potential publication bias. For species richness, the grand mean effect size was not statistically significantly different from zero thus we did
not compute the Rosenberg fail safe number. Finally,
we did not detect any influence of the risk of bias of
the study (low or medium) on effect sizes (after removing the effect of type of LTI) neither for abundance
(QM = 1.86, P-value = 0.39, N = 99) nor for species richness (QM = 0.08, P-value = 0.96, N = 37).
Effects of moderators on abundance

For abundance, we analysed the effect of biological
groups on vertebrate response to each LTI separately (i.e.
we analysed five subsets of the data, Fig. 6). We discarded
the reptile group as only one case was available (Additional file 9), as well as pipelines as we did not find any
case corresponding to this LTI.
We found differences in the response to highways according to biological groups (QM = 12.77,
P-value = 0.005, N = 37). Birds were less abundant in
highway verges than in control sites contrary to small
mammals that were more abundant in highway verges
than in control sites (Figs. 6 and 7). For the category
“other mammals”, which is actually one study with six
cases about swamp wallaby Wallabia bicolor in Australia,
their abundance in highway verges was not found to be
statistically different from their abundance in control
sites.
We also found differences in the response to waterways according to biological groups (QM = 9.51,
P-value = 0.009, N = 16). Birds were more abundant in
waterway verges than in control sites (Figs. 6 and 7). We
found the same pattern for bats but it was not statistically
significant (P-value = 0.195, Fig. 6).
For non-highway roads (N = 26, birds, small mammals,
and bats), powerlines (N = 11, birds and small mammals),
and railways (N = 8, small mammals and bats), we did not
find any statistically significant effect of biological groups
on the response to LTIs (Figs. 6 and 7). For these groups
in these LTIs, abundance was not found to be statistically
different between verges and control sites.
We ran the analyses on different subsets of data analysing the effect of the type of LTI on bird, small mammal,
and bat response to LTIs separately (i.e. analysing three
subsets of data, Fig. 8). We found similar results to the
previous ones, except that the negative pattern for bird
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abundance response to highways was not statistically significant (P-value = 0.098), and that the positive pattern
for bat abundance response to waterways became statistically significant (P-value = 0.002).
Effects of moderators on species richness

For species richness, we analysed the effect of the type
of LTI on bird response to LTIs (Fig. 6). We only considered birds as only three cases were available on bats, one
on small mammals, and one on amphibians (Additional
file 9). Moreover, we did not consider powerlines as the
analysis of Cook’s distance revealed a highly influential
case (“Kroodsma_1987_2”, Additional file 9) that was
removed, leaving only one case. Pipelines and railways
were also discarded as there were no available cases.
We found differences in the response of bird species
richness to LTI according to the type of LTIs (QM = 24.85,
P-value < 0.0001, N = 30). Similarly as for abundance, bird
species richness was lower in highway verges than in control sites (Fig. 9). At the opposite, bird species richness
in waterway verges was higher than in control sites. For
non-highway roads, species richness in verges was not
found to be statistically different from that in the control
sites.

Discussion
In this paper, we searched for evidence on the role of
habitat and/or corridor for vertebrates (excluding fishes)
of linear transportation infrastructure (LTI) verges in
temperate ecosystems. We found 128 studies with low or
medium risk of bias answering this broad question, most
of them specifically addressing the role of habitat of LTI
verges (64%) and the influence of management practice
(16%) and surrounding landscape (13%) on this role of
habitat. Studies were mainly conducted in Europe and in
the United States of America (71%), and largely focused
on road verges (54%). The taxa studied were mainly birds
(35%), small mammals (25%) and bats (20%). The number
of studies on the question was found to increase exponentially over time, suggesting that more evidence may
complete our findings in the coming years. Our results
revealed that the potential of linear transportation infrastructures verges to constitute a habitat for vertebrate
species varies according to the infrastructure and the
biological group considered. Relatively natural waterways could be positive for the abundance of birds and
bats. Highways can benefit to small mammals, that generally respond positively to human disturbance, but seem
detrimental to passerine birds. The amount of literature
gathered for powerlines (11 studies) and railways (eight
studies) prevent us to draw clear conclusions for these
LTIs.
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Fig. 6 Summary flow chart of the meta-analyses and results addressing our specific question Q2 (Is biodiversity in LTI verges equal to, higher, or
lower than in similar habitats away from LTIs?). For abundance, data were analysed for each LTI separately (five subsets of data), and for species
richness data were analysed for birds only. The statistical results presented are Q
 M the between-class heterogeneity, P the P-value, N the number of
cases, and d the estimated mean effect size with 95% confidence intervals in brackets. Statistical significance (P-value < 0.05) is highlighted in bold

Reasons for heterogeneity
Highway verges may be a refuge for small mammals
but seem detrimental to passerines

Studies providing information on the role of road verges
as habitats (question Q2) revealed contrasted patterns
between birds (mostly passerines) and small mammals.

Small mammal abundance was higher in highway
verges than away from highways and bird species richness and abundance was lower in highway verges than
away from highways (Figs. 7 and 9, we did not analyse
the response of small mammal species richness with a
meta-analysis because of the lack of available cases).
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Fig. 7 Estimated mean effect sizes of the comparison of abundance between LTI verges and similar habitats away from LTIs, by LTI and biological
group, with 95% confidence intervals. A positive effect size indicates that the abundance is higher in verges than in control sites. The thickness
of the bars is proportional to the number of cases, which is indicated below each estimated mean with the corresponding number of studies in
brackets. Estimated means statistically significantly different from zero (P-value < 0.05) are indicated by a star (*)

The higher abundance of small mammals in highway
verges may be first explained by their ecological strategy, as small body mass, short generation length, high
litter/clutch size, habitat generalist and invertivorous mammal species are predicted to be positively
affected by human disturbance [126]. The higher abundance of small mammals in highway verges may also
be explained by their behaviour of avoiding the road
surface combined with a release from predation when
living in verges [19, 127, 128]. Species that avoid going
onto roads and have small movement ranges, small territory sizes and high reproductive rates may be weakly
affected by roads because viable populations are likely
to persist within areas bounded by roads. Moreover, if
these small species are prey for larger species that are
negatively affected by roads, their abundance may actually be indirectly positively related to roads, due to the
release from predation in roadside areas. It was indeed
shown that some small mammals avoid going onto
roads [129, 130] and that several predators of small
mammals are negatively affected by roads, including
foxes, badgers, and snakes [19]. However, the predation release hypothesis for positive road effects on
small mammals has to be clearly demonstrated [131],
although the hypothesis was again supported by a
recent study showing that predation rate on artificial

nests was reduced up to 25 m from a highway with high
traffic density [132] (but see [133]). The release from
predation in roadside areas may only occur on roads
with high traffic density such as highways. We indeed
did not find higher abundance of small mammals in
non-highway verges than away from verges (abundance
was not statistically different).
This result of a higher abundance of small mammal
in highway verges should not be generalized and may
depend on the quality of the surrounding habitat (e.g.
influence of landscape) or on the quality of road verges
(e.g. influence of management) within each habitat [134].
For instance, Ascensao et al. [51] found an effect of the
type of landscape on the response of the wood mouse
Apodemus sylvaticus to highways (but not of the western
Mediterranean mouse Mus spretus or the greater whitetoothed shrew Crocidura russula), and highlighted the
importance of vegetation cover on verges. Also, Meunier
et al. [57] showed that abundances of A. sylvaticus and C.
russula differed in mown vs. unmown highway verges in
three different landscapes (“garrigue”, “plantation”, “farmland”). They further explained that, in the farmland landscape, highway verges, like other habitats that are stable
in time, seem to act as a refuge for many small-mammal
species inhabiting crops during the period of intensive
harvesting.
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Fig. 9 Estimated mean effect sizes of the comparison of bird species
richness between LTI verges and similar habitats away from LTIs, by
LTI, with 95% confidence intervals. A positive effect size indicates
that the species richness is higher in verges than in control sites. The
thickness of the bars is proportional to the number of cases, which
is indicated below each estimated mean with the corresponding
number of studies in brackets. Estimated means statistically
significantly different from zero (P-value < 0.05) are indicated by a star
(*)

Fig. 8 Summary flow chart of the additional meta-analyses
performed on abundance and their results. Instead of splitting
the data according to the type of LTI, we split the data according
to biological groups. The statistical results presented are QM the
between-class heterogeneity, P the P-value, N the number of cases,
and d the estimated mean effect size with 95% confidence interval in
brackets. Statistical significance (P-value < 0.05) is highlighted in bold

In contrast to small mammals, we found a lower abundance (and species richness) of birds—mostly passerines—in highway verges than away from highways. This
result may be explained by both their high vulnerability

to traffic noise disturbance and their high vulnerability
to road mortality [19, 135]. First, it has been shown that
noise disturbance due to traffic reduces bird abundance
and species richness along roads [136, 137] (but noise
might induce a bias in bird detectability). Noise disturbance can mask the acoustic signals used by birds for
communication, cause physiological stress, changes in
vocal communication or foraging behaviour, with negative consequences on survival and reproductive success
or causing avoidance of the noisy area [138] (e.g. [139–
142]). Even for a species that is common in urban areas
such as the great tit Parus major, motorway traffic noise
was found to have a negative effect on its reproductive
success [143]. The negative effect of traffic disturbance
through acoustic masking may also vary according to species vocal features. For instance, it was found that birds
having lower-pitched vocalisations are more sensitive
to noise pollution [144]. Second, the lower abundance
and species richness in highway verges than away from
highways may be explained by road mortality resulting
from collisions with moving vehicles. A high number of
birds killed on roads was previously reported in Europe
(350,000 to 27 million birds per year depending on the
country, [145]) and in the United States of America (more
than 80 million per year, [146]). In south-western France,
the most frequent bird carcasses encountered along
motorways were Passeriformes and Strigiformes [147].
Foraging behaviour and preferred habitat were identified
as important characteristics explaining the risk of road
mortality for passerines, with small woodland passerines
that often forage in shrubs and small trees being the most
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vulnerable to vehicle collision [148]. Thus in rural landscapes, roadside vegetation may attract birds for breeding, foraging, or resting, and act as an ecological trap
especially when traffic volume is high [149]. Finally, the
negative effect of highways on bird abundance and species richness was no longer statistically significant when
looking at non-highway roads. This may be explained by
lower traffic on non-highway roads than on highways,
causing lower noise disturbance and lower mortality due
to collisions with vehicles.
Birds and bats tend to respond positively to waterways

Studies about the role of habitat of waterway verges were
mainly about birds and bats, and revealed a positive
response of bird abundance and species richness (Figs. 7,
9) and of bat abundance (Fig. 8) to waterways (we did not
analyse the response of bat species richness to waterways
with a meta-analysis because no cases were available).
The positive effect of waterways on birds and bats may
be explained by the relatively natural waterways considered in the studies included in the synthesis, with only
three out of the 13 studies concerning artificial managed
channels [79], canals [80], or rivers in an urban context
[85]. Relatively natural waterways may constitute a feeding habitat for many species and waterways may not only
be transport infrastructures but also sources of prey (e.g.
for lizards [150] or for spiders [151]). On the one hand,
the presence of waterways may benefit to insectivorous
birds and bats because of higher insect concentrations
along waterways than away from water. It was shown
that insectivorous birds are more frequent along a stream
in a riparian forest than in upland forest away from the
stream, feeding on both insects from the riparian vegetation and aquatic insects emerging from the stream [152].
Besides, a positive correlation between the density of
insectivorous birds and emergence production of aquatic
insects was observed along streams [153, 154]. Likewise,
it was shown that bat activity along a stream is positively
influenced by emergence production of aquatic insects,
especially in spring when availability in terrestrial insects
is low [155]. On the other hand, the presence of high
(> 3) order streams (considered in our review as navigable waterways) compared to low (≤ 3) order streams may
benefit to insectivorous birds and bats because of a higher
amount of channel habitat available for the production of
emerging insects [154], or because of a higher quality of
the riparian vegetation along high order streams [86].
Powerline and railway verges may constitute a suitable
habitat for vertebrates

Overall, the abundance of vertebrates in powerline
verges tended to be higher than away from powerlines
although the difference was not statistically significant
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(Fig. 7). Lower abundance in powerline verges than away
from powerlines was however observed for some forestinterior specialist species [48], suggesting that the large
opening performed in intact forests for powerline installation may deeply modify species composition through
the simultaneous negative impact on forest-interior specialist species but the creation of new habitat for species
that prefer open areas [4].
Along railways, the abundance of small mammals and
bats tended to be lower than away from railways although
the difference was not statistically significant (Fig. 7).
More studies are needed to draw clear conclusions. It was
recently found that the abundance of birds was not statistically different between along railways and away from
railways in farmland landscape [156], suggesting that
railway verges may be a suitable habitat for some vertebrate species. Bird species richness in railway embankments was even found to be higher than away from
railways, probably because in agricultural landscapes
railway verges are important remnants of diverse vegetation, increasing the number of available niches in the
landscape [156] and because the noise disturbance due to
trains passing at clear intervals is marginal [157].
Heterogeneity in the use of LTI verges as habitat

In this paper, we synthesised the evidence on the role
of habitat of LTI verges for vertebrates, meaning that
we sought evidence of occupancy of LTI verges by vertebrates. In our results, we did not distinguish between
species that use LTI verges for a short time, for instance
to move or to feed (e.g. bats), and species that spend
long-time (e.g. for breeding) or that can fulfil all their lifecycle on LTI verges (e.g. small mammals). The duration
of occupancy and/or the activities performed by species
on LTI verges (e.g. moving, feeding, breeding, living) may
however influence the role of LTI verges as a potential
habitat.
Knowledge gaps and clusters

The studies included in our review disproportionately
addressed our specific question Q2 (role of habitat of
verges), with roads being the most studied infrastructures. Thus for five of our six specific questions, few evidence was found. The knowledge cluster towards roads
however hides a knowledge gap for some biological
groups. Indeed, the potential of road verges as habitat for
amphibians (the most threatened vertebrate group, [158])
or reptiles has been rarely studied (only one and two
studies for amphibians and reptiles, respectively). For
these two specific groups, the available literature mainly
focused on habitat loss and fragmentation, road mortality
and mitigation measures (e.g. [159, 160]).
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Although LTI managers have most interest for the specific questions related to the potential role of corridor of
verges, we identified a major knowledge gap with only
seven studies included in the review for question Q4
(role of corridor) and no study included for questions Q3
(influence of management on the role of corridor) and
Q6 (influence of landscape on the role of corridor). This
knowledge gap may first be explained by the technical
constraints in effectively measuring the linear movement
of vertebrates in LTI verges. Indeed, among the seven
studies answering question Q4, only four studies directly
assessed movement through radio-telemetry or capturemark-recapture methods, the others conducting an indirect assessment of movements. Second, the low number
of included studies for question Q4 may be explained by
our inclusion criteria. Indeed, to be included a study had
to compare the movement in LTI verges to the movement
in similar (i.e. linear) features (comparator). We consequently excluded studies assessing the role of corridor of
verges without this appropriate comparator [161–165].
These studies can nevertheless provide information on
the role of corridor of verges. For instance, the analysis
of genetic distances between Microtus duodecimcostatus and Mus spretus (small mammals) populations in
highway verges in Spain indicated no corridor effect of
verges [163]. In contrast, the analysis of genetic distances
between Muscardinus avellanarius (small mammal)
populations in highway verges in Germany indicated that
roadside shrubs can provide suitable corridors for dispersal [162]. A connectivity analysis of M. avellanarius
populations in Germany similarly indicated that roadside
hedges and copse can provide suitable corridors [161]. A
capture-mark-recapture study of two small mammal species Apodemus flavicollis and Clethrionomys glareolus in
highway verges in Germany also revealed longitudinal
movements of individuals in verges [164]. Finally, a translocation study of gopher tortoises (Gopherus polyphemus) in the United States of America showed that,
instead of being used for movements, roadsides actually
acted as residential locations for tortoises to remain sedentary for weeks at a time [165].
Finally, pipelines were clearly understudied as no
study about pipelines were included in our review. The
lack of knowledge on the impact of pipelines may concern all biological groups and not only vertebrates. For
instance in the systematic review on insect biodiversity in LTI verges, only one study about pipelines was
included [22]. One reason that may explain this lack of
knowledge is that buried pipelines are thought to have
limited negative impact on wildlife compared to other
LTIs such as roads. However, impacts of pipelines on
biodiversity are often complex and difficult to predict
[166], thus this lack of knowledge may be problematic
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in a context of increasing demand of energy throughout
the world.
Review limitations

First, some biases in our review may arise from several decisions taken during the review process. On one
hand, potential biases may arise because, due to time
constraints, we excluded the articles that did not provide any abstract (N = 1235, Additional file 11), which is
not consistent with the guidelines of the Collaboration
of Environmental Evidence, which recommend directly
allocating them to full-text screening. These articles
mainly came from the Zoological Records database (93%
of them). This may explain why our review contained few
articles from the Zoological Records database (21 out of
119 articles). Nevertheless, most of the articles for which
we did not find the full text were also from the Zoological Records database (169 out of the 209 articles with
missing full text), suggesting that many of these excluded
references could not have been included in the review in
the end. We however made the list of these excluded articles easily accessible for possible further use (Additional
file 11). We also recommend that managers of publication
databases pay attention to this issue of lacking abstract
because it can interfere with the proper conduct of systematic reviews as searching for full-text and full-text
screening are time-consuming steps. On the other hand,
although it is a good practice, we were unable to test the
consistency of screeners’ decisions at full-text screening
due to logistical constraints and time limitation. Clarifications and adjustments between screeners were made
before the full-text assessment, and a retrospective check
of a random sample of 10% of the articles rejected was
done. This check revealed that it seems unlikely that
some articles were missed because of inconsistency
between screeners’ decisions. In addition, as we included
only articles with full-text written in English or French,
included studies are biased towards English and French
speaking countries. The list of articles rejected because of
language is nevertheless easily accessible for possible further use in Additional file 5. Last, our searches for grey
literature were not consistent between the beginning of
the review (call for grey literature) and the update for literature (searches on specialist websites and on BASE and
CORE search engines). The call for literature made at the
beginning of the review was very time-consuming for few
included studies, which is why we changed search strategy to update the grey literature.
Second, there is a set of limitations linked to the experimental design of the studies included in our review.
We found few studies based on long term (more than
2 years) data and the conclusions of the individual studies may thus be influenced by inter-annual variations in
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population sizes. The seasonal dimension was also not
always taken into account in protocols, while several
studies showed statistically significant variations in their
results depending on the season considered [57, 79, 112,
116]. The choice of the measurement period may be of
particular importance for the specific question Q1 on
the influence of management practices on biodiversity in
verges. For instance, in a study assessing bird response to
planting fleshly-fruited woody species on highway verges,
measurements were performed only 1 year after the intervention, and no effect of the intervention on bird communities was found [118]. In this case, the lack of effects may
be due to a delayed response of bird communities to the
intervention, which was not considered in the protocol
of the study. In addition, only two studies included in this
review incorporate data collection before the intervention. This can be problematic to evaluate the influence of
management practices, because it is not possible to distinguish real management effect from pre-existing differences between control and managed sites. Last, it should
be noted that different proxies for abundance were measured in the studies (density, occurrence, activity, …) and
all were considered equivalent in our analysis. This means
that an individual making temporary use of a verge for
foraging (e.g. a bat) has the same amount of meaning as
an individual living in a verge (e.g. a small mammal).
Third, the conclusions about waterways may be limited
due to the difficulty in assessing waterway navigability.
Indeed, the navigability of waterways is rarely reported
by the authors and there is no international database
that refers to this information. Thus, we included articles
with Strahler [26] stream order above three, canals and
rivers (Table 5) because these criteria sound relevant to
restrict included articles to major waterways, implicitly
assuming that they might be navigable. We are aware that
this solution is not perfect: some articles about navigable waterways could have been rejected and others about
non-navigable waterways could have been included.
Fourth, we limited our narrative syntheses to the comparisons that were statistically tested. This resulted in
the exclusion of 37 studies, often because they compared
more than two categories and did not provide results for
each comparison (e.g. Kruskal–Wallis test or ANOVA
without post hoc tests). From these 37 excluded studies, six however provided appropriate data that were
included in the meta-analyses.
Fifth, for five of our six specific questions the small
number of studies as well as their lack of variable homogeneity limited our ability to implement meta-analyses
(e.g. eight different types of interventions for the specific
question Q1 that gathered 21 studies). These studies were
included in the review in narrative syntheses, but narrative syntheses cannot provide reliable information on the
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magnitude of the response (effect size) and on whether
this magnitude is consistent across studies [167]. Also,
the meta-analyses assessing the effect of exposition to
railways and powerlines on vertebrate abundance were
performed on a low number of cases (N = 11 and N = 8
for powerlines and railways, respectively). The power
of the tests was consequently relatively low, which may
explain why statistically significant effects were not
identified. In addition, the meta-analyses performed on
abundance included effect sizes computed with both
individual species abundance (species-level abundance)
and abundance of a group of species (community-level
abundance). This means that we gave a similar weight
in the analysis to the change in abundance of a species,
which could be a sensitive one because single-species
studies often focus on species of conservation concern,
and to the change in the mean abundance of a group of
species, where common, less sensitive species, could
mask the results for sensitive ones. We performed separate additional analyses for abundance at community
level and at species level (Additional file 12) that did not
challenge our conclusions but sample size was too limited to be able to really assess whether this bias effectively
occurred.
Sixth, the small number of studies retrieved for the specific questions related to management practices may arise
from the design of our search strings. Indeed, the search
strings we used did not include specific terms related to
management practices such as “road lighting” or “mowing” (Table 2) and we may thus have missed potential
studies having keywords related to management practices and to LTIs without any keywords related to outcomes or verges.
Finally, we noticed an exponential increase in literature
about our primary review question (Fig. 3). It should be
noted that the content of Web Of Science also increased
exponentially over time. This implies that this systematic review on vertebrates should be regularly updated.
Indeed, our review was highly skewed towards roads,
birds and small mammals, and our conclusions about
other LTIs and biological groups should be confirmed by
the inclusion of future studies. As the review focused on
vertebrates, we would like to emphasize that this review
only represents a partial estimate of the potential of LTI
verges as habitat and/or corridor for biodiversity (but see
Villemey et al. [22] for insects).

Review conclusions
Implications for policy/management

We found that the potential of linear transportation
infrastructure (LTI) verges to constitute a habitat for
vertebrate species varies according to the infrastructure
and the biological group considered. Relatively natural
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waterways could be positive for the abundance of birds
and bats, highways can benefit to small mammals but
seem detrimental to passerine birds, and road verges can
constitute a corridor for some specific mammal species.
Our results should be taken with caution by LTI managers, as our review did not assess the negative impacts that
the infrastructure itself could have on the species living
in verges. Indeed, living in verges could be at risk for species, and verges could be attractive in some aspects but
ultimately become unsuitable for survival or reproduction (i.e. become ecological trap). For instance, we found
that Tasmanian devils in Australia were more likely to
move along roads than to move along other linear features [119], seemingly because as scavenger specialists
they find carcasses of animals killed by vehicles. But they
are themselves at high risk of mortality due to collision
with vehicles, causing a decrease in population size [168].
In addition, the presence of a species on verges should
be contextualised at a larger scale as it may disturb species population dynamics. For instance, we found that
roads lit with white lamps support greater bat activity
than roads lit with orange lamps or unlit roads, but this
should not be considered positive for the species. Even
if at first sight some bat species may benefit from road
lighting to forage insects attracted by light, populationlevel analyses at the landscape-scale actually revealed a
negative effect of lighting, probably because lighting does
not only influence foraging behaviour but also reproduction and commuting behaviours [169]. Interactions
between species should also be considered because the
presence of a species on verges may have indirect negative effect on other species. For instance, the probability
of a predator being killed on the road may be related to
the presence of its prey on road verges [133, 170]. We
thus recommend LTI managers willing to manage verges
to enhance the presence of particular species to gather
information on their risk of mortality due to the LTI,
their interaction with other species, and their overall
population status in the area, that is, to adopt ecosystem
and landscape levels approaches.
Finally, the appropriate management of verges for compensating the loss of biodiversity generated by LTIs is a
challenge, as the response may depend on the management practice, species characteristics, the type of habitat
in the verges and landscape context, with interactions
between all these factors. However, this challenge must
be met as verges have a strong potential to contribute
substantially to biodiversity loss mitigation in a context of
constant loss of natural habitats.
Implications for research

Given that LTI managers have most interest in knowing
the potential of linear transportation infrastructure (LTI)
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verges as a corridor for biodiversity and that we found
few studies addressing this question we advise to dedicate
resources on the monitoring of vertebrate movements on
verges. The systematic review on insect biodiversity on
LTI verges led to the same recommendation, with even
fewer studies on the role of corridor of verges for insects
(2 studies) than for vertebrates (7). Also, for vertebrates,
when they exist the studies rarely directly measured
movements on verges. We thus encourage more research
on this topic and the development of protocols that enable direct measure of the longitudinal movements on
verges, and that use appropriate comparators. Assessing
the role of LTI verges as corridors for biodiversity has
also implications for research on invasive species.
Moreover, as the appropriate management of verges
for biodiversity loss mitigation is a challenge, the effect
of management practices on the role of habitat of verges
should deserve further investigation. A coordination of
research efforts on one specific management practice
(e.g. vegetation management) as well as common protocols should be implemented to be able to perform quantitative syntheses (meta-analyses) and test the effect of this
management practice.
We also advocate the integration of the seasonal
dimension in protocols aiming at assessing biodiversity in
verges. We indeed found several studies showing statistically significant variations in their results depending on
the season considered (e.g. [57, 79, 112, 116]). Sampling
may focus on a key season (e.g. breeding season) or may
be replicated for all seasons.
More generally, we encourage protocols with true replication and systematic or random sampling (only 39% of
the studies included in this review had these two characteristics) so that the results could be generalized. We
also encourage protocols with several measures in time
so that long-term effects could be assessed. A recent
simulation study also demonstrated that designs other
than Before–After–Control–Impact may lead to biased
estimates of the true effect of an environmental impact,
even when the sample size is large [171]. This kind of
protocols requires consequent funding investment and
is relatively difficult to implement in ecology but leads
to robust results able to inform decisions-makers. We
also encourage the formalisation of protocols leading to
robust results into guidelines and standards to inform
both researchers and funders.
Finally, to further facilitate the use of data in metaanalyses we advocate a common effort of the research
community to indicate in the tables and figures of published or unpublished papers the number of observations along with the name of the computed statistics (e.g.
mean) and of the measure of variance (e.g. standard deviation). More generally, we recommend authors, editors,
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and peer-reviewers to pay more attention on the description of the methods because articles often fail to provide
sufficient methodological details to allow precise understanding, which limits their inclusion in evidence synthesis [172].
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